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Abstract

There are many multiple-stage racing competitions in various sports such as swimming, running, or cycling. The wide availability of affordable tracking devices facilitates monitoring the position along with the race of all participants, even for non-professional contests. Getting real-time information of contenders is useful but also unleashes the possibility of creating more complex visualization systems that ease the understanding of the behavior of all participants during a simple stage or throughout the whole competition. In this paper we focus on bicycle races, which are highly popular, especially in Europe, being the Tour de France its greatest exponent. Current visualizations from TV broadcasting or real-time tracking websites are useful to understand the current stage status, up to a certain extent. Unfortunately, still no current system exists that visualizes a whole multi-stage contest in such a way that users can interactively explore the relevant events of a single stage (e.g. breakaways, groups, virtual leadership...), as well as the full competition. In this paper, we present an interactive system that is useful both for aficionados and professionals to visually analyze the development of multi-stage cycling competitions.

CCS Concepts

- Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools; Visual analytics;
1. Introduction

Multi-stage participatory races are competitions that last for several days where the contenders must cover a distance every day. They are quite popular in several sport disciplines such as motorsport rallies (e.g., the Dakar), running (e.g., Jungle Marathon in Brasil), or cycling (e.g. the Tour de France, the Giro d’Italia or La Vuelta). The increased use of GPS location trackers allows the organizers to follow the development but also provides a trove of information that can be useful to better understand the performance of different participants. In our case, we concentrate on cycling races, which are quite popular, especially in Europe, and gather great attention from the media. During event streaming, it is common to have access to several sorts of infographics that provide the situation of every single stage. However, there is no tool for the exploration of whole stage data, that lets users analyze the behavior of riders or teams along with it. The questions regarding the stage are multiple and are related both to the proper stage development, but also to the overall situation in the whole competition since the timings of the participants accumulate at the end of each stage. In this paper, we present a new tool that facilitates the exploratory analysis of single and multi-stage participatory cycling events where GPS positions have been sampled along with the race.

Line charts can be used to depict the evolution of participants in the different rankings across multiple-stage competitions. However, these charts just convey the information related to the rankings of the stages at the finish line. If we are interested in the events that occurred during a single stage, one must refer to a newspaper or dedicated website chronicles that provide the highlights of each stage. The goal of our application is to provide a new visualization tool that allows the user to see at a glance what happened in a single stage, not just who are the winners of the different rankings or the positions of the riders in every one of them, but also the full story of the stage: attacks and breakaways, change of leaders, the evolution of the different groups related to the stage profile, etc. Thus, we have made two contributions, that address two major challenges:

- A novel visual design for conveying the evolution of riders in a stage (Sect. 3.3).
- A multi-view system that uses the stage view and a set of interrogation techniques to facilitate the exploratory analysis of a full race (Sect. 3.4).

The resulting application can be used by the general public, who found it very intuitive and useful, to get an understanding of the most relevant facts that happened along a race. But also practitioners at the professional level. In particular, two experts (a professional cycling director assistant and race mechanic, and a team director) praised it as a very powerful tool. They thought it could greatly help directors to analyze stages. It could also help in real-time decisions, better than with their current tools if data could be acquired on the fly (NTT gathers them for the Tour organization, but data are private).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the previous work in this area, while Section 3 describes our system. Data extraction and processing is explained in Section 4. The details of the different features and the implemented interactions are described in Section 5. The evaluation of our visualization tool is presented in Section 6. Finally, we discuss advantages and shortcomings and conclude with some ideas for the future in Section 7.

2. Related Work

The gathering of data for analysis of athlete’s performance is quite common nowadays in sports. Some visualization systems have been created for this purpose. Unfortunately, most of those systems analyze the behavior of participants in playgrounds [GH17, PVS*18], such as soccer, tennis, basketball, etc. When dealing with races, most visualization techniques devote most of the efforts to adequately present the final results [CF13, GQR16].

Perin et al. [PVS*18] classify the data used in sports visual analytics in three categories: box-score data, tracking data, and meta-data. The first type includes goals and all sorts of scores, as well as ranking data. The second one refers to motion and position information obtained through sensors or video technologies, whilst the third category is related to information that includes physical characteristics of players or dimensions of grounds among others. Some of them have a tight relation with sport development, but some others are more loosely related. In cycling races, all of these ingredients are of high relevance: i) position of the rider, which is tracked continuously in real-time (except GPS malfunctioning or accuracy issues), ii) current ranking in the whole race, iii) information of the participants and the teams, and, finally, iv) metadata such as the geographic profile of the stage (slope is a crucial element here). Thus, we need to include all of them in our tool.

Unfortunately, bicycle races (or other multi-stage events) have not received a large amount of attention from the visualization community, with the notable exception of Wood [Woo15], which is reviewed below. Some techniques have been developed to analyze some variables sets that can be acquired in real-time, such as pedaling forces [KYY*16] or the aerodynamic flows around a cyclist [MLT*20]. There is also a host of systems that visualize some other aspects of team sports [AAB*17, CEGH17, FMB*15, LOC*16, LTB16, PSBS12, SSS*14, SHJ*15]. However, most of the techniques can only be applied to closed and relatively small playgrounds since they rely on analyzing repeated actions of single players or the whole team structure, which is not the case of bicycle races. Some tools have been created to improve the analysis by semi- or fully automatic data extraction and annotation of video footage [BLCP14, DKVS14, SNS*16, SIB*16, SJL*17, SJS*17]. But these are of little utility for cycling since placing vision systems or sensors along a 100+ kilometer road would be unfeasible.

2.1. Narrative visualization

We use the word narrative to refer to visualization systems that emphasize the evolution along a match, stage, or season, not only final results. Chen et al. [CLX*16] summarize the basketball season using a time series component and a score summary. This is very useful to determine the wins and losses of a team, as well as the changes over time, but it does not provide visual cues to the concrete classification in each moment. Chung et al. [CPG*15] assist the video data organization procedure that ranks key instances of video footage for later analysis. Demaj also creates a set of vi-
ualizations for the analysis of the performance in tennis matches [Dem13], but the data is not presented in a time-dependent way.

One of the key components in our visualization tool is the one intended to visually communicate the positions of riders along a stage. Media coverage usually provides instant classification infographics, as well as other data, such as the position of leaders. However, at the end of a stage, only the ranking of the different classifications (stage, individual, climbers, points, etc.) are provided, with no information on the stage development. To get more insights into the evolution of a concrete race (e.g. a marathon), some tools provide abstract visualizations that reproduce the participants’ movements through animation. However, these are typically not interactive (only speed can be changed), and in many cases the individual riders’ names are unavailable. Moreover, users need to watch the whole animation to make sense of what happened. Basdere et al. [BCC19] created an application, named SAFE, tailored to get situational awareness for mass-participation endurance events. In this case, the position of the runners is important, but they focus on assisting organizers in making decisions such as enhancing marathon logistics and supply, or quick responses to unexpected events, to preserve public health. Bačík and Klobučník [BK19] have proposed the use of chord diagrams to visualize the results of a certain stage. However, to understand the evolution of the stage, we need to provide intermediate positions, not just the classification in the finish line. Also, other data, such as the delay relative to the leader, performance of teams, or the virtual position of riders on the race, or the formation of groups are also crucial.

The closest research, according to the authors’ knowledge, is the inspiring work by Wood [Woo15]. He proposes a series of visualization techniques to illustrate the behavior of a participant in multi-stage events. However, the analysis is centered on individual riders and the amount of interaction is quite limited. In our case, our goal is a fully interactive tool that allows a broader range of queries.

2.2. Ranking visualization

For ranking visualization, several techniques have been proposed. Rank clocks, for example, display the ranking of cities under different parameters along time [Bat06]. Perin et al. presented the A Table system [PVF14], which has a novel ranking visualization that facilitates temporal exploration of soccer teams with advanced interactions to answer questions related to the number of goals or points. A follow-up work [PBV16] focuses on emphasizing the separation between soccer teams with gaps. Gratzl et al. [GLG13] facilitates the exploration of multiple attributes, some of them as headers of the tables, and can visualize several occurrences up to some extent. Han et al. [HPG19] aggregate temporal data to gain insights on the changes of rankings for basketball teams. Thus, they do not provide a narrative on a certain season. Wall et al. [WDC17] also provide static ranks for data elements and let the user explore the attributes with some interactive tools that facilitate highlighting some features such as changes. Shi et al. [SCL12] adapt the ThemeRiver visualization technique to summarize a large number of Bing queries and provide several glyphs to illustrate rank changes. Miranda et al. [MLKS17] focus on rapidly extracting top-k elements in massive spatiotemporal data. Gousie et al. create some glyphs to facilitate the identification of trends and clusters in ranked time-series data [GGB14].

In some cases, they have been designed for several elements to rank relatively small, such as [Bat06, PVF14, GGB14, PBV16], or focus on analyzing trends [SCL12, GGB14]. In our case, we need to deal with a number of participants over one hundred, and we need to perform more complex queries involving several contenders at a time. Moreover, one fundamental feature of cycling stages is the formation of groups (several cyclists can work together to increase the speed with less fatigue), which must be properly identified, and visually isolated from other cyclists. Besides, we are also interested in queries related to multiple elements (e.g. position of all the cyclists of a team) and idiosyncratic metadata (e.g. relative position of a contender with respect to the leader of the individual general classification, or the arrival order to a certain geographic position of a stage, such as a categorized climb). Finally, as mentioned, several elements of metadata may be key in the stage development, such as the geographic profile (e.g. slope, length of uphill tracks), which have to be dealt with along the other aspects of the stage (i.e. current positions of the participants).

3. Overview

Our main goal is the development of an exploratory analysis tool that facilitates understanding the evolution of single or multi-stage sporting events, including the actual information of individual stages and not just their final rankings. We focus on road cycling due to its particularities, but most of the work presented here can be applied to other sports where participants are distributed in groups during the race, such as some athletics events (e.g. marathon, race-walking, or triathlon), open water swimming competitions, etc.

Bicycle races are very popular, especially in Europe. For instance, the Tour de France 2020 gathered more than 40M viewers [Bas20] only in France and, according to different media (e.g. BBC), it reaches around 3-4 billion television viewers all over the world. The most important multiple-stage events in men’s professional road cycling are the Tour de France, the Giro d’Italia and La Vuelta, in Spain. While for women, the most important multiple-stage race is the Giro Rosa in Italy. We have real data from different stages of the Tour’s 2018 edition to test our tool. But before we dive into the concrete requirements of our application, we need to better understand the data we need to visualize, and why.

3.1. Background

The professional road cycling season is formed by different events. Some of the them are a single-day race, such as the World Championship or the so-called Monuments: Milan-San Remo, Tour of Flanders, Paris-Roubaix, Liège-Bastogne-Liège and Giro di Lombardia. Others are multiple-stage races that span from one week (e.g. Paris-Nice or Tour de Romandie) to three weeks duration: Tour, Giro and Vuelta. In multiple-stage events, the winner is the rider that accumulates a smaller amount of time throughout the stages (at the end of some stages, 10, 6, and 4 seconds are discounted to the accumulated time of the three first ranked riders of the stage as a bonus). There are two types of stages: the regular ones and time trials. In regular stages, all riders start at the same time. In individual time
trials instead, each cyclist starts after two minutes of the previous one, in reverse order with respect to the individual general ranking at the beginning of the stage, being the leader the last one to start. That gives the leader the advantage of knowing the (partial) timings of previous cyclists. Furthermore, some races include team time trials, where the members of each team compete together.

The profile of the stages, whether they are flat, hilly, or mountain, has a very strong impact on the performance of the cyclists. Mountain stages, particularly those that finish at summits, typically yield larger time differences between the riders at the end of the stage, due to the extreme effort required for climbing. Cyclists also present different athletic conditions: heavier riders are capable of developing more power in short distances, which makes them more suitable to win massive sprints in flat stages, while lighter riders are better-suited to climb faster long mountains. Thus, the profile of the stage is usually an indicator of the type of cyclist that might win. Weather conditions (rain, wind, cold, ...) also have influence (some cyclists are more skilled to run on wet pavement, for example).

Another important feature that sets apart cycling races from others is groups. At the beginning of regular stages, all riders start together, but along the route, this initial big group may split into smaller ones or regroup. When the splits successfully open a gap between them and other riders, are called breakaways. And the riders trying to catch them are the so-called chasing group. The formation of groups is key to several aspects of the stage. The two more important are time and fatigue. First, whenever a certain number of contenders reach the finish together, all of them are assigned the time of the first one in the group, even if the group takes many seconds to cross the line. Second, a group of several people can collaborate and increase the speed with a lower fatigue toll because the rider who is in the lead, is the one receiving a larger amount of aerodynamic pressure. This technique, riding very close to make the maximum use of their slipstream is called drafting. Therefore, if cyclists alternate pulling (leading the group), they can go faster, or at least, maintain the speed with less effort. Of course, very small groups can just use this strategy in a limited fashion. The main group is the largest and it is known as the bunch, the pack, or the peloton, and it is commonly another reference to take into account since it is the one with greater possibilities of chasing any breakaway by groups or solo riders.

Multiple-stage cycling races usually include different ranking categories. They may vary depending on the event, but the most common are individual general ranking (or general classification), mountain, points, and youth. Finally, there is also a prize for the best team as a whole. In some races such as the Tour de France, the considered most combative rider of the race is also rewarded and is elected by a jury. The leaders of each category are easily recognizable since they wear distinctive colored jerseys: yellow, white with red polka dots, green and white for the individual, mountain, points and youth ranking leaders respectively in the Tour, The Giro and La Vuelta, for instance, change the colors and the individual general ranking leaders wear pink and red jerseys, respectively. Although most of the categories are based on the actual riding time of cyclists, points and mountain are point-based rankings where contenders receive a certain amount of points depending on their rank at intermediate sprints and the finish line in the former case, and the summit of significant climbs in the latter. Thus, obtaining the ranking information at those landmarks is also important.

Though times are measured at the finish line for classification purposes, stages are long journeys that last for several hours. Therefore, delays can easily be in terms of minutes. As a consequence, throughout a stage, a contender may have an advantage that, if kept until the finish line, might make the rider leader of one of the rankings. Some media call this situation provisional or virtual leaderships. Because team managers and cyclists may take different decisions in route according to virtual leadership changes, this is another important aspect to analyze and visualize.

### 3.2. Requirements

Once we know the kind of data we are dealing with, we need to define our requirements. This was completed as a multi-stage process. First, two authors, who are bicycle enthusiasts, defined a set of initial questions that would be interesting to answer through such an application. Then, we proceeded to analyze how users typically obtain this information. To know the outcome and highlights of a stage, there are four typical sources: i) TV and radio live broadcasts, ii) real-time information websites, iii) sports newspapers chronicles, and iv) infographics developed by the communication media.

Thus, we analyzed the contents provided by TV/radio broadcasts with the chronicles of online versions of several newspapers such as l’Équipe (France) or La Gazzetta dello Sport (Italy), the information published in specialized websites, and the infographics that are available through different means. This led us to create a list of available information bits (Table 1 in Section 7 summarizes the information that can be found in the media, and compares it to the data provided by our visualization tool).

After the in-depth analysis of the information present in different media, we can conclude that the amount of data provided varies largely. The highest amount of information is supplied by TV broadcasts or real-time websites that stream live data. For example, the Tour’s official website [Ama20], provides real-time information during the stages and lets users perform some queries. The website consists of a view that shows the profile of the stage together with information on the classification of the riders at different points, and other data. Unfortunately, it is only a snapshot of the stage at the current instant and does not allow the user to know how the stage has evolved to arrive in the present situation. Other insights, such as virtual leaders are missing. Besides, the application only works in real-time. After the race, the only information regarding the evolution of a stage that remains is the average speed of the front of the race and the final rankings.

Newspaper chronicles can be classified into two different types: simple summaries that just provide the highlights, and larger chronicles that narrate, in a more detailed way, the events of the stage. The latter conveys a higher amount of information, but they are still very far from the details supplied in TV broadcasts. Important events, such as rider withdrawals, the group members, or relative rankings at specific kilometers, do not appear. Lastly, many different media use infographics to show the summary of a stage but they are commonly simple rankings with a scarce amount of details on the riders (normally rank and delays from the leaders). Another
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used technique is drawing the stage profiles with the positions of the riders at some point. In this case, groups are shown, but with little details (e.g., only the number of components, not the individual riders), and are typically valid only for a specific instant of time. None of the previous sources lets us check, for instance, what a specific participant did along a stage or the full race, or inspect how many cyclists were virtual leaders during the stage. Even the most detailed sources, TV/radio broadcasts, and real-time applications are quite limited in usage: if users want to get an understanding of what happened, they have to watch the whole broadcast or use the website during the stage, which lasts for several hours.

To see whether this available information corresponds to what enthusiasts would expect, we conducted a questionnaire with 20 practitioners, most of them belonging to two different cycling clubs. In it, we asked about the relevance that they would give to the different facts that we deem as important, and to help us find others. The results are summarized as column Usr in Table 1. After analyzing all this information, we set up a set of global requirements, as well as a set of queries that we must address. Global features are:

- The application must let the user navigate through several stages, required to visualize not single but multiple-stage events.
- For each stage, the system must communicate the relevant facts (e.g., position and timing) at the finish, but also during the stage.
- For each stage, the visualization system must support the visual analysis and exploration of groups (what groups existed at a certain point, its members, etc.).
- The system must provide simple access to several queries to relate contenders using the current stage, but also general rankings information.

Since the visualization of one-day cycling races is the same as a single stage of multiple-day events, our application is focused on these latter types of competitions, where data of the different rankings have to be accumulated among the stages. In this way, we ensure that our application can deal with both types of events. Following the results of the questionnaires to users, we implemented a multi-view visualization system with several elements coordinated to facilitate the narration of a race, and different interrogation mechanisms to facilitate getting insights on each stage. Some examples of relevant facts (basic questions, BQ) highlighted by bicycle races enthusiasts, are:

- BQ1: Who won a specific stage?
- BQ2: What was the final ranking?
- BQ3: Which are the delays between riders at a specific instant of the stage?
- BQ4: Who is the leader of the race after a certain stage?
- BQ5: Who leads the other rankings after a certain stage?
- BQ6: Which cyclists belong to each team?

Most of these questions could be answered by adapting some of the ranking visualization systems mentioned in the previous work, but there are other, more sophisticated, that are quite specific to multi-stage cycling races. In the following list, we provide a small set of specific queries (SQ) that users would like to answer with the help of the application:

- SQ1: Who is the virtual leader of the race at a certain point of the route?
- SQ2: Which riders arrived first at a certain categorized climb or intermediate sprint?
- SQ3: Has there been attacks and breakaways in the stage?
- SQ4: What groups appeared in a certain stage? Do they represent a threat to the leader of the race?
- SQ5: What is the time difference between a contender and the leader at a certain point of a stage?
- SQ6: How much did a certain categorized climb affect the development of the stage?
- SQ7: How long did a certain cyclist lead a specific ranking?

The above questions are just some examples of data that users can only get to know with a lot of contextual information (from previous stages, from the individual general ranking, from how stages have developed...). Catching up the TV streaming of a certain stage will only provide the audience with a number of facts that is clearly limited, and only a system that conveys information of the full stage can help understanding how it evolved.

3.3. Stage encoding

It is the central component, and it lets the user understand how the riders have fared along the route. We have designed this view as follows. Two components show the evolution of the stage in terms of individual contenders’ positions along the route (see Figure 3-c), and conveys both, the groups (top) and the geographic profile of the stage (bottom), with the sampled kilometers and points of interest. The sampled route points are labeled as it is common in bicycle races, with the number of kilometers to finish. Though information regarding every meter of the course could theoretically be obtained, such an amount of detail is unnecessary for our purpose, since relevant events happen now and then and span for a longer time and distance. Therefore, sampled kilometers (e.g., every 10 kilometers) act as reference, and we can get the whole amount of details at these points (current ranking, current timing, height, the time between groups or riders, virtual positions in the general classification...). The riders’ positions have two rendering modes: lines, and Sankey diagrams. Line rendering (similar to [Woo15]) can be used to identify individual riders. However, instead of creating straight lines between samples, we use Bézier curves, which are more aesthetically pleasing, and to avoid giving the impression of sharp speed changes along the course. This technique does not convey groups. Our second mode (enabled by default), renders the riders as a Sankey diagram, where the nodes are groups. At a glance, users can see whether the stage has been calm, with (almost) no breakaways or, on the contrary, it has had a lot of activity. The vertical axis encodes both time and groups’ size. The bottom view also informs about categorized climbs (red, as they count for the mountain ranking), with their location in the route and the category of the climb. Intermediate sprints (green, since they serve for the points ranking) are also displayed. Individual riders can be highlighted by name, team, or through dedicated leadership buttons (race leader, mountain leader, and others). As we will see, by selecting kilometer samples, intermediate sprints, or categorized climbs, users get insights on the classification at those points.

One important aspect of the stage view is how groups and time are encoded. In bicycle races, the encoding of groups is as important as time differences. Therefore, we use the vertical dimension
to encode both. We start with the following two observations: i) the number of riders is standard for the 3 big races (176 riders in 22 teams for the period 2018-2020), ii) we have around 500-600 pixels in vertical for the stage view, for a standard screen (typical vertical resolutions in 2020 range from 1080 to 1440, but grow up to 2880 for larger monitors). After evaluating different strategies to assign different space to groups and time, we ended up with the following method: each second is depicted with one pixel, and each rider in a group too. As a result, time gaps can be visually compared, as well as the group sizes (see Figure 2). This works for most of the stages since delays of several minutes can be encoded without requiring any vertical scrolling. Mountain stages, especially those with uphill finishes, may exhibit large time variations from the first to the last rider. In those cases, the view is initially centered on the riders that ended up first, and vertical scrolling (hiding the profile, if necessary) is allowed to grant more space to analyze the events.

3.4. Application layout

Our application consists of six linked views (see Figure 3). The stage view (b) is the central component, and contains the information regarding a single stage. This can be changed using the left widget (race overview (a)), which contains all the stages of the race. The selection panel (c) is used to select individual riders or teams, and it is intended to facilitate queries, though other filtering methods are also provided. At the bottom, we have three different views: stage rankings (d) (left), details on demand (e) (center), and riders/teams information (f) (right).

Race overview. The race view shows the profiles of all the stages that compose the race. As mentioned earlier, the profile is crucial for the development of a stage. The different grey levels indicate whether there is data available for the stage. Black indicates which of the stages is currently selected. By clicking on one stage, the main view shows the evolution, and the other views are also updated. Two scrolling buttons let the user inspect the other stages.

Stage view. It is the main component of our system. As described above, it is a multi-view widget with two main regions, the top one depicts the riders’ positions throughout the course, and the profile is shown at the bottom. This elevation map helps giving users more context on the events that happen along the course. Note that the slope of the route crucially influences the riders’ behavior (they may decide to attack if they feel strong, for example), in addition to the actual positions of other contenders (i.e., a participant in the main group will not attack if any of his/her teammates is in a break-away group). Therefore, the profile may be kept visible even if we need to scroll the riders’ view. The top view has some buttons to highlight relevant facts such as the performance of the leaders of the different categories, illustrated with the corresponding icons. The bottom view also provides interactive elements: both sampled kilometer points, category climbs, and intermediate sprints can be clicked to get the current ranking at those points.

Riders/teams selection panel. It is placed at the right of the application. It shows the list of cyclists, ordered by their id, but it can be toggled to see the participating teams. All the elements can be clicked to see the details (e.g. performance, result, race time, time lost/won, etc.). This view also has a search box to facilitate looking for a concrete rider or team.

Stage rankings. This view (bottom left) is devoted to display the different rankings at the end of the stage. Buttons to show each specific classification are also provided.

Details-on-demand view. The bottom center view displays the details of the selected elements. It shows, for instance, the position of the riders at the sampled kilometers (including the start and the finish line), the points obtained at intermediate sprints or categorized climbs, the names of the riders in a specific group, whether it is a leading group (front of the race), the peloton or another chasing group. Moreover, for each contender, it also shows his/her current position in the stage, his/her current position in the general classification, as well as the virtual rank in the different classifications. In addition to this, the time he/she is gaining or losing with respect to the leader is also depicted.

Rider/team information. Finally, the last view (bottom right) presents the information of the selected riders or teams. For the participants, we show the picture, full name, number, team, some biographic data, and the details regarding the ranking in all categories (Figure 3 (f)). The team details show the full name, the country, the managers’ names, the jersey (including the sponsors), and the eight members of the team, as shown in Figure 1.

4. Data extraction and processing

The information used to create the stage view and the one displayed in the other components of our application (see Figure 3) has been obtained as follows: the tracking data (rider name, number, team, group, position and delays from the front of the race), which is used to visualize the evolution of the stage, was downloaded from the application racecenter.letour.fr, at the starting and finishing lines, and every 10 kilometers. We tried to get at La Rosière climb (stage 11) the information at every kilometer, but the GPS signal was lost

Figure 2: The vertical axis encodes both groups and time between them, in the same way riders are arranged on the road. The three riders at the top form individual groups, while the last make another group.
frequently. The stage data (name, day, kilometers, and rankings) was obtained from *Le Tour* website, together with the riders’ icons, logos of the teams, stage profiles, and jerseys’ icons that appear in other views. Flag icons were obtained from www.gosquared.com and the rest of them are our design. Extra information regarding the points and rankings at categorized climbs were extracted later from www.cyclingnews.com. Bio information from the riders shown in the Rider/team information view, comes from Wikipedia.

The data had some problems: some positions were wrong (e.g. two riders assigned to the same position), some times were also wrong (e.g. rider in position \(n+1\) assigned a time larger than rider \(n+2\) and \(n\)). Sometimes, riders in a group were assigned to the main group and others. All these issues were corrected manually from a small group of stages, which are the ones used for the application demonstrations. Once the data was cleansed, we derived provisional positions and rankings (calculated at every sampled point): ranking position, ranking gap, and general riding time.

5. Interactive data exploration

This section introduces the interaction techniques present in our application, and how the different views are used coordinately to answer questions about the evolution of a stage or the whole race.

Once we open the application, the race view shows all the stages, and we start selecting one. Once we select a race, the stage ranking view is updated with the final classification (by default), where we can see the winner of the stage and the position of all the cyclists at the finish line (BQ1 and BQ2). Riders or teams will appear once we select them in the rightmost panel. Users can also click on the buttons indicating the different leadership categories to know who leads each one (BQ5). This is illustrated in Figure 3 (d), where the climbers ranking is shown. Relevant events that happened along the stage, are sometimes encoded explicitly, such as whether there was a breakaway (SQ3) that can be easily seen as groups that appear (and might disappear along the track) or can be found by exploring the views in different ways. In general, users will mainly pivot around the central view, but, as we will see, the exploration could start by searching for a specific participant or team. Next, we analyze how the designed linked views can be used to provide the answers to the main questions users can have about the race.

Main view. The *stage view* is central to all the analysis. It works as an overview because the whole stage is summarized there. As mentioned, if the stage has had really long differences between the contenders, more vertical space is needed. We highlight this through a small button at the bottom that can be used to go down. Right-click and dragging also let the user move the stage view. Besides, zooming is also allowed with the mouse wheel. To inspect an individual rider, the right menu can be used, through the interactive search or by scrolling down the list of participants. Multiple riders can be selected at once, as well as whole teams. Moreover, the stage view also has buttons to highlight the behavior of the leaders of the different categories. The stage profile is also interactive, let-
Figure 4: Analysis of virtual leaders along a single stage. Van Avermaet was the leader for the first 30 km of the stage. After that, he lost track, and Pauwels took over for 40 km. Then, Valverde shortened the delay and, since he was better in the general classification, caught up as the virtual leader for 20 km. Finally, Thomas surpassed Valverde, and ended up as the leader of the race.

Detailed insights. The (multiple) selections of individual riders using the rightmost view allow us to get detailed information on their performance and their time at sampled points. When cyclists are selected, their path is highlighted in the main view, and the details panel is filled with their id, name, team, and distance (in time) to the leader of the stage at this point (SQ5). It also shows the information on whether the contender is currently improving or worsening its position in the general ranking. By clicking on an uphill finish, and selecting the riders there, and inspecting their evolution for the rest of the stage, one can see how the finish affected the overall stage (SQ6). By clicking on any of the groups the rider has been part of, the group view is populated with the members of the groups (see Figure 3 (d)), their provisional time in the race, and other details. This can be used to identify whether a certain group poses a threat to the leadership (SQ4). When a group is selected (including the peloton), the paths of all the members along the stage can be made visible at once by clicking ‘g’. If two riders are selected, we can obtain their stage time at any moment of the course and calculate their difference by hovering over the sampled kilometers (BQ3). The bottom left panel lets us see the general classification at the end of the stage (BQ4) or the rankings in other categories. Teams selection is also possible, yielding the performance of all the riders of the team, as well the above-mentioned details (BQ6).

Other interaction techniques. The stage view can be dragged and zoomed. When a stage has had very large time differences between groups, the vertical axis might cover a larger space than available. In this case, instead of compressing the view, we prefer to provide scrolling, so that the differences in time are proportional to the real ones. This way, when the user changes the stage, a better impression of the real differences at the finish is visualized. Zooming can be used to better see the relative positions of selected riders. The main view also has button shortcuts to see the different leadership categories. By clicking on any of those buttons, the riders in the category are highlighted. These include virtual leaders too, so if in a certain stage the leadership has changed, it is explicitly communicated (SQ1). We can filter out cyclists by team or leadership by using the controls in the right toolbox. This way, we can answer questions regarding leadership in different categories (BQ4, BQ5), or the riders belonging to a team (BQ6). Another filtering operation happens with the combination of the stage profile. By clicking over a kilometer point, we can see which contenders have been the first to reach a certain summit (SQ2) or intermediate sprint. More details can be seen in the accompanying video.

To illustrate these features, we propose two use cases: the changes of virtual leaders along a stage (an example of SQ7), and the analysis of how teams controlled a stage to get a sprint finish.

Use case 1 - Virtual leader analysis. One of the complex scenarios is the analysis of virtual leaders during a stage. Some stages stay quite calm, but some days the general classification changes continuously and it is difficult to follow. Though we can get sometimes such information in TV broadcasting, it is only given now and then, and there is no tool that summarizes the evolution of very complex stages accurately. Aficionados may be interested in how many virtual leaders a stage has had, who were those, and for how long. Our stage analysis solves this by selecting the leader in the main view. By doing so, the system emphasizes the different riders that have been the virtual leader with the common yellow color. The portion of the stage where they were not leading, is also highlighted so that we can understand what happened before and after. This is helpful to reveal interesting scenarios where a cyclist has broken away, escaped alone or in a group for several kilometers, but then the effort does not pay off and is even unable to end with the main group due to the exhaustion at final kilometers before the finish. This is
clearly depicted in Figure 4, which belongs to stage number 11 of the Tour 2018. The stage was highly complex, to the point that, up to four participants were virtual leaders along the course. After we inspect the overview depicted in the main view, we can further analyze how these changes happened along the stage by clicking on specific kilometers and consulting the virtual general classification there in the details-on-demand view. In this case, G. Van Avermaet was virtually leading the race while S. Pauwels was not even in the top 5. Then, Pauwels appeared and led the virtual classification for 40 kilometers, where A. Valverde took over the virtual leadership. Near the end, we can see that G. Thomas surpasses Valverde and finishes the stage as the leader. The details-on-demand view also provides information on the changes in the general classification (how many positions a participant is currently escalating or losing) that are likely to happen.

Use case 2 - Shaping the stage for a sprint finish. Team members may have highly different physical qualities: some are climbers, others are good descendants (may be able to escape in downhill tracks), the rouleurs who perform well in hilly and flat terrains, and some are sprinters. Those are specialized in short but intense efforts and achieve high finishing speeds. If a team has good sprinters, they are interested in chasing the breakaways, so that the sprinters have possibilities of winning the stage. To this end, team members take the lead in the peloton and pull, so that gaps with escaped groups are bridged before the end of the stage. We can analyze if this strategy is followed in a certain stage by studying whether teams with good sprinters had some of their members pulling the main group or not. In TV broadcasts, the peloton lead is usually mentioned, but commonly just when teams are doing a relevant paper. It is difficult to get more information (e.g. the actual members of the team or teams that are pulling, or how long the effort has lasted). With our system, the user can check who is leading the peloton at every sampled point, and the teams can be compared to the ones that finished first quite simply. By selecting the stage ranking in the bottom left panel, we can see the cyclists who took part in the massive finish sprint. By iterating through different kilometer points and selecting the main group at those points, the details on-demand view is populated with the riders that lead the peloton, and their delay with respect to the front of the race. Thus, we can easily see whether they were pulling in the main group or not. By combining this information with the one provided in the stage rankings view and finishing positions (stage view), we can determine whether the efforts were successful.

6. Evaluation

The limitations to movement and social contacts in Catalonia while preparing this paper prevented us to show the application in person to users (except for 2 people). Moreover, since the application was developed in Linux, we could not send them a binary, as they were Windows users. Thus, for each user (8 bicycle enthusiasts and practitioners), we performed the evaluation in the following way: using Zoom, which preserves quite well the video streaming quality, we demonstrated the application for around 10 minutes. Then, we had an interactive session with them, that lasted from 20 to 90 minutes, where users asked us about the application, and performed different tasks by telling us what to do at every moment. Then, they completed a questionnaire offline where the grading was from 1 (low) to 5 (high). The average of all answers was:

- It serves to understand the evolution of a stage: 5.
- The most relevant information of the race is shown: 4.5.
- Would you use it to know of what happened in a stage? 4.875.
- Do you think the system is useful? Yes (everybody).

In the final observations field, users made some suggestions, such as adding more color to the peloton. Moreover, they also found the system useful to visualize other kinds of races, such as marathons and triathlons, and other users mentioned F1 races, where the application should be suitable to predict undercuts and overcuts.

In addition to this, in the final track of our development, we also showed the application to two domain experts: a person with several years of experience as assistant sports director and race mechanic in different professional cycling teams, and the sports director of a women’s professional road cycling team. The first expert was able to evaluate the application in person. The process went as follows: he first thought and defined some use cases he wanted to see, and then, he used the tool to solve them. The use cases he solved were: i) determining the position of riders at any moment, ii) riders’ classification at the end and during a stage, iii) full ranking at the start of a stage, iv) querying for team components in groups during a stage, v) intermediate rankings at points of interest, and vi) highlighting riders of interest. Initially, he thought it was a finished commercial application. The second domain expert was not available in person (he is living in Switzerland), and we carried out the process as with the other users: first a demo, then interacting on his behalf, and finally, with a dialog analyzing the possibilities that lasted for more than one hour. He mentioned names of companies that gather the data, and suggested us to create the final product with further analysis on parameters that the team can gather from their riders. Both experts expressed their interest in having an application such as this one available. In its current stage, it could be used for post-stage analysis. In addition to this, both experts believed that, with real-time tracking data, it would be even more useful. Since it could help teams’ directors to take better and quicker decisions than they currently can now. At the moment, their main source of information during a stage is the Tour Radio, which broadcasts in seven languages, and the information they obtain is scarce and delayed. Both of them found the application easy to use and learn. They also believe that for real-time use, a tablet version would be ideal.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new application that facilitates the exploration of multi-stage cycling races. With the application, users can see the important events that happened along the stage, not only the final classification. Our multi-view, interactive system lets the user navigate through stages, and getting a lot of insights that would not be possible unless the aficionado watches the full
TV broadcasting. Table 1 shows the elements as analyzed by the different communication techniques, as well as what users consider useful, according to our previous study (see Section 3.2). Although TV broadcasting offers the largest amount of data compared to the other media, its information always refers to relevant riders. Little information regarding other riders or team components is provided. The other big source of information is newspapers’ chronicles. We analyzed the contents from several newspapers (online versions): l’Équipe (France), la Gazetta dello Sport (Italy), As and Marca (Spain), as well as two dedicated websites: Cycling News (UK), and Cycling Tips (Australia). As it can be seen, the amount of information we provide can only be compared to TV broadcasts. However, access to the full data can only be obtained if the user spends several hours watching the broadcasting, while our application facilitates getting insights in just seconds. Since our system has been developed around the evolution of a stage, and the groups, it can also be applied to other sports where belonging to a group may be a strategic move, such as car races, motorbikes, or running.

Our system is able to match the amount of information provided by other sources, such as TV broadcasting, at a lower time cost. However, there are still some aspects that can be improved. Our data gathering process is manual since no public databases are available. As a result, we sample the data at certain kilometer points. This is enough to provide a narrative on the stage. However, some events, such as short-lived breakaways or attacks, might be undetected. This is not a problem, because these events have almost no effect on the stage. If necessary, a finer sampling might be carried out to get this information, but the general representation should not change to avoid cluttering. Since the data gathering is manual, we also did not get information of all the stages, but only a number of them, to illustrate the features of our application. The inaccuracy of GPS positioning also prevents tracking all riders without problems. Sometimes, the signal of a cyclist is lost. We represent it in the main view since it is all the information we have. A better solution might be possible, such as keeping the position of the participant at the same pace as the group he/she belonged to before losing the signal, but it has its shortcomings, that may be important if the person losing the signal is some relevant contender. Another information that is difficult to obtain is when a rider falls. If they fall and catch the main group later, it may be reflected in the GPS positioning, but it is not sure.

In the future, we want to address some of those limitations. First, we would like to have a denser sampling. A one-kilometer sampling would probably be enough, but the main view would become too cluttered, so maybe dynamic adaptation (to relevant facts or zooming level) might be a solution. The inclusion of other metadata could also be interesting (e.g., previous participation in the same race and achievements), could be shown. Finally, we would like to create an automated system for data gathering in real-time, coupled with the proper cleansing and data derivation tasks, so that the application can be updated instantly. In this case, we would need to rethink the stage layout view to tackle dynamic data.
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